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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [lo] the author determines which sporadic groups other than Fizz, 
Fz3, Fb4, Th, J4, B, and M are Hurwitz groups, i.e., generated by elements 
x and y with order(x) = 2, order(y) = 3, and order(xy) = 7. Recently, the
maximal subgroup problem has been completed for all sporadic groups 
other than B and M, making such adetermination for Fizz, Fz3, Fi4, Th 
and J4 realizable. In [4] Kleidman, Parker, and Wilson prove that Fz3 is 
not Hurwitz, while Linton and Wilson [9] prove that Fi&, and Th are 
Hurwitz byfinding explicit generators by computer. In this paper we com- 
plete the problem, odulo B and M, by proving J,and F,, are Hurwitz. 
Thus the sporadic simple groups which are Hurwitz are J, , J2, J4, Fzz, 
f-;‘b Co,, He, Ru, HN, Ly, and Th with only the Monster and Baby 
Monster undecided. 
Throughout this paper, A (XI, X,, X,) shall represent themultiplica- 
tion constant ofthe group ring which gives precisely thenumber of pairs 
(x, y) E Xi x X, whose product xyequals a fixed element z of X, (the &
are conjugate classes of G). Additional details canbe found in the book of 
Isaacs [2], which also serves a a general reference forthe character heory 
used in this paper. Also the “ATLAS of Finite Groups” by Conway et al. 
[l] is an indispensable source of information t  which the reader is 
strongly referred. 
2. J4 IS HURWITZ 
G = J4 has two classes of involutions, which we denote by 2A (Sylow- 
central) nd2B, and a unique class each of elements oforder 3and of 
* This research wasconducted while the author was on leave from Villanova University. 
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order 7. The classes of L,(2) subgroups ofG and their normalizers have 
been determined in [S] and it is trivial to verify that hose L,(2) having 
2A elements account for the full multiplication constant d,(2A, 3A, 7A) = 
143.5. From the list of maximal subgroups ofJ., [S], one easily decides 
which of them can contain a Hurwitz group of type (2B, 3A, 7A); they are 
2l* :MZ4, 21° :L,(2), 2y I2 ’3 . M,, : 2, and 23+ I2 (S, xLj(2)). (Here “:” 
and “ . ” denote, respectively, sp itting and non-splitting extensions.) 
In [3] Janko shows how 2” : L,(2) and 23+‘2. (S, xL,(2)) can be 
constructed from V : Kg 2” : M24. In the former case we choose an 
elementary belian subgroup U of order 24 in K with C,(U) = U and 
NK(U) = UK, with K, z L,(2). Then A = UG,( U) is elementary belian of
order 2” and N,(A) =A : Bz 2” : L,(2). In the latter case let 
E : (C x D) c K be a faithful extension of Ez 26 by C x D where Cr L,(2) 
and D g S3. Let V* = Z( VE) and L = 02(CG (I’*)). Then L is special of 
order 21s with Z(L) = V*, and N,(L) =No( V*) g 23+ ‘*. (S, xL,(2)). 
Moreover wehave the containments G c NG (L) and L c VE. We use these 
facts oprove 
LEMMA 2.1. Any Hurwitz subgroup ofN,(A) or N,(L) is contained in 
a conjugate of NG( V) = VK. 
Proof. First consider H Hurwitz in NG(A), so that B is Hurwitz in 
N,(A) =No(A)/A zL,(2). We prove that every Hurwitz subgroup of 
Br L,(2) is contained in a conjugate of a fixed L,(2) therein. This will 
imply that H is conjugate to asubgroup ofA : K. (so f VK) as desired. 
Let s E B be a fixed lement oforder 7 and choose R c B, with Rg L4(2) 
and SER. Then R contains subgroups X and Y, Xr Yr 23 : L,(2), with 
s E X n Y z L,(2). Moreover the groups X and Y are non-conjugate in R.
The character table for 23 : L,(2) is easy to construct (see [l I]). By 
character r striction, we seethat 23 : L,(2) possesses twoclasses of com- 
plements ofB-types (2A, 3A, 7A) and (2B, 3A, 7A) (of types 2A and 2B 
for short). As d.(2A, 3A, 7A) = 7, s is contained in aunique subgroup T 
of B isomorphic to L,(2) and of type 2A. Thus clearly T= Xn Y. Let X,, 
Yi denote the unique L,(2) in X, Y, respectively, whichcontain s and are 
of type 2B. For t an involution of type 2A, we have C,(t) z 23 : L,(2), so
without loss we assume Xc C,(t). AsC,(T) =S 2 S, and TG X, we have 
S= (t, u) where u3 = 1 and t inverts U.Now C,(U) = (u) x T, so 
C,(X) = (t ) and X, X” and XU2 are the distinct conjugates of X which con- 
tain s. Observe that X, Y are non-conjugate in B. Indeed we may otherwise 
assume that Y= X”, whence R’= (X, Y)’ = (X, Y’) = (X, X“‘) =
(X, XU2 >= ( Y”*, XU”) =R;“. But then tu E Ns( R) = R, a contradiction as 
C,(T) = 1. We now claim that Xi, Xt;, X’f2, Y , Yy, Yt;’ are distinct. Sup-
pose that Xy= Xi. Then UE C,(X,) as Out(L,(2)) r2 and u has order 3. 
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But then u E C,(X) as X= (Xi, T), a contradiction. S milarly Yt;# Y,. 
This proves the conjugates of X, (resp., Y,) are pairwise distinct. Finally 
suppose without loss that X, = Yy. Then X= (Xi, T) = (Y,, T)” = Y”, 
again aconstradiction. This proves the claim and we have produced six 
distinct L,(2) subgroups which contain s and which lie in conjugates of R. 
As d.(2B, 3A, 7A) = 42 and A,(2A, 3B, 7A) = d.(2B, 3B, 7A) = 0, every 
Hurwitz subgroup ofB is contained in aconjugate of R and the lemma is 
proved in the No(A) case. 
For H Hurwitz in NG (L), we clearly have 8~ L,(2), as 
N,(L) =NG (L)/L g S5 x L,(2). Itfollows that H s L : C s VEC E VK, and 
the lemma is proved. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, it suffices to consider the extent o 
which 211 :M,, and 2y I2 .3 . Mz2 : 2 contribute to the multiplication 
constant A,(2B, 3A, 7A)= 14,889 of J4. In the next two lemmas we 
establish upper bounds for the contribution of each group. For NE G, let 
z,(2B, 3A, 7A) denote the sum of all multiplication constants of N of 
the form A,(2X, 3Y, 72) where the N-classes 2X,3Y, 72 lie within the 
G-classes 2B,3A, 7A, respectively. 
LEMMA 2.2. For N=N,(V)= VK?2” : M24, C,(2B, 3A, 7A)<637. 
As s of order 7 lies in precisely five conjugates of N,the total contribution 
arising from conjugates of N is at most 3185. 
Proof. We employ the method of little groups due to Wigner and 
Mackey [7] to obtain the irreducible characters of N from those of V. 
Namely, given that N is a splitting extension of the abelian group Vby the 
group K, every 4E Irr( N) is an induced character 4 = $” for some 
II/ ~Irr(Z~(x)), where xl Irr( V) and Z,,,(X) is the inertia group of x in N. 
Moreover, ifwe define 2 EIrr(Z,(X)) by i(uk) = x(u), o EV, ke ZK(x), then 
every II/ ~Irr(Z~(x)) which induces irreducibility to N is of the form 
$ = f@ tiO for some I(/O E Irr(Z,(x)) with Vc ker tiO. 
The action fK on V is faithful andirreducible, and has orbit structure 
[ 1, 276, 17711. Asthe action fK on Irr( V) is contragredient to that of K 
on V, the former action yields a group isomorphic to 2” : M24 G Co,. Thus 
the orbit structure of K on Irr( V) is [ 1, 759, 12881. The corresponding 
inertia groups are 211 :Mz4, 2” : 24 : L,(2), and 2’l :Ml, : 2. The first of
these gives rise to 4 E Irr(N) with Vin the kernel (equivalently 4 E Irr(K)). 
The last gives rise to 4 E Irr(N) with degree divisible y 7 (since 
4(l)= IN: Z&M t41)). As7 = INI,, such characters vanish on 7-elements 
and may be ignored. We now consider characters 4~ Irr(N) which are 
induced from the inertia group Z,,,(x) 2 2”: 24 : L,(2). As 3 divides 
JN: IN(x)\ and JNIj = 33, characters I(/ E Irr(Z,(X)) with degree divisible by 
3’ induce to characters which vanish on 3-elements. Thuswe may ignore 
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all Ic/O ~Irr(Z,(x)) with degree divisible by 32 or 7. This leaves only five 
characters, namely the unique irreducible characters of Z,(x) % 24 : L,(2) of 
degree 1, 20, 64, 15, 120. Those of degree 1, 20, and 64 are faithless with
24 in their kernel; the others induce irreducibly from24 : 23 : L,(2), ascan 
be seen from the method of little groups applied this time to Z,(x). We
suppress the details. 
We now analyze the conjugate class tructure of N. Clearly N has two 
classes of elements oforder 3 and a unique class which meets 7A. Of 
course, weneed only consider involutions of J,-type 2Bwhich lie outside 
T/; Janko has shown there are two such classes [3]. (One class meets 
Kg Mz4 in the non-Sylow-central class ofinvolutions n K,while the other 
class fails tomeet K, but is Sylow-central modulo V.) For the four of the 
live N-classes above which meet K, it is not difficult to determine thvalues 
of relevant 4 on these classes u ing standard character induction 
arguments. Theresults are given in Table I. (To compute the contribution 
of these classes toC,(2B, 3A, 7A), one needs only the information 
appearing there and the character table of Mz4. This contribution 
is 196 = 28 + 168, as d,(ccl,(f), ccl,(b), ccl,(s)) = 28 and 168 = 
~,(cclNm~ ccl,(c)? cl,(s)).) 
Let X denote the fifth class, i.e., the class ofinvolutions n N\V which 
are of J,-type 28but which are not conjugate into K. Rather than deter- 
mine xplicit values for don X, we pursue the asier task of bounding the 
contribution arising from X to X,v(2B, 3A, 7A). 
Let Z=Z,&) = E: L where E=24 and Ls L,(2). For XEX we may 
assume XE Vz, where zis Sylow-central in K [3]. Using character r stric- 
tion, it is easy to see that ccl,(z) n Z=ccl,(e)uccl,(r,)uccl,(r,) where 
e E E and r, , r2 represent thewo conjugate classes of involutions n L with, 
say, r, Sylow-central. Thus we may assume zE {e, rl, r2}. By [3] Vz con- 
tains 2’ involutions, 24 of which are conjugate to zunder the action fV 
(so are of J,-type 2A). We must determine the VC,(z)-orbits on he 
remaining 7.24 involutions i  Vz (which are of J,-type 2B). As 
TABLE I 
[cent./: INI 491,520 34,560 4032 168 
rep.: 1 f b 
order: 1 2 3 3’ ; 
4, 759 15 21 0 3 
42 15,180 60 15 0 -3 
83 48,516 0 -6 0 3 
11,385 -15 45 0 3 
91,080 120 -45 0 3 
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JC,(e)J, = 7 all such involutions are fused in the case z=e [3]. In con- 
trast, when z = ri the orbit structure is [ 16, 4g2]. Thus ccl,(x) n VI is the 
union of seven V-classes with representatives, say, ve, v,r 1, v12rl, v 13r1, 
vz1r2~ v22r29 v23r2 (v, u~,~E V). By computing the order of the centralizer n 
I/I for each such representative, we canreduce the standard induction 
formula to
d(x) =x(v) +0(e) + WdhMvd + 3x(ur2) + 3x(vA) 
+ Wo(r2Mu21) + Wv22) + ~x(v~~)). 
It is not difficult to determine thvalues oftiO on e, rl, r2. These are given 
in Table II. 
Thus we obtain 
bI(x) = a + 2a,i +6a12 +6a,, +8a2, +24a,, + 24a23 
tj2(x) = 20a + 8a,, +24a,, + 24a,, + 32a,, + 96a,, + 96a,, 
q&(x) = 64a 
b4(x) = -a + 14a,, + 42a,2 + 42a,, + 24a,, + 72a,, + 72azs 
d5(x) = -8a + 16a,, + 48aI, +48a13, 
where a= x(v) and aii = x(uQ). Clearly a,ai/E (- 1, l}. 
Let W= ker x. In general, we have either C,(Z)C_ W or 
IC,(z) : C,(z)1 = 2. It is easy to see that C,(e) C W, so that a= 1. We also 
conclude that ai = -ai whenever CV(ri) does not lie in W. We can now 
determine the values di(x), #2(x), &(x), d4(x), Q1Jx) in each of four 
possible cases. They are, respectively, 
71,300,64,265, 104 if Cv(rl)s W and Cv(r2)s W; 
55,236,64, 153, -24 if CV(r,)s W and CV(r2) g W; 
7,44, 64, 73, 104 if C,(rI) S Wand CY(r2)c W; 
-9, -20,64, -39, -24 if C,(r,) S Wand Cy(rz) g W. 
TABLE II 
4(l) *o(l) $0(e) Il/o(r,) tio(r*) 
159 1 1 1 1 
15,180 20 20 4 4 
48,576 64 64 0 0 
11,385 15 -1 7 3 
91,080 120 -8 8 0 
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Corresponding to these cases we obtain 4,(X, ccl,(b), ccl,(s)) =441, 
357, 189, 105, so that d,(X, ccl,(b), ccl,(s))<441. As d,(X, ccl,(c), 
ccl,(s)) = 0 in every case, weconclude that z,(2B, 3A, 7A) d 196 +441 = 
637 as claimed. Theproof of the lemma is now complete. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let C = C(2A) z2 y I2 .3.M,, :2. Then .Z”,(2B, 3A 7A)d 
364. As s of order 7 lies inprecisely 10 conjugates of C,the total contribution 
arising from conjugates of C is at most 3640. 
ProoJ Let X=0,(C)E2i++12, Z= Z(X) r 2. As SE C of order 7acts 
fixed-point-freely on X/Z, wesee that [C,(S)1 = 42 where c= C/Z. As the 
7-centralizer in 3 . M,, : 2 has order 42, any irreducible character of C not 
having B in its kernel must vanish on S. This fact allows us to compute 
more easily inC. 
Let H = (x, y) E C be Hurwitz with x of J,-type 2Band y of order 3. 
Clearly XEC’\X, so x lies in one of two possible C-classes, withrepre- 
sentatives f’zand t, (in Janko’s notation) where (z) =Z [3]. As 
y .$0,,(C) there is a unique C-class containing y. It is easy to check that 
q: C+ C is injective on pairs of such elements (x, y) with xy = s. This 
proves d.(ccl&x), ccl,(y), ccl,(s))bd,=(XX, XY, -X,) where -X, denotes 
the C-class which contains U.In [3] it is shown that IC,(t’z)l = 2 ’. 32, 
IC,(t,)l =215.3, and IC,(y)l=2’ (so that (C,(y)1 =27.32). We therefore 
have 
Ad=%, XY? %I= 
ICI 
c 
x(4 x(Y) ItA.9 
IC,(~N ICc(Y)l x(l) 
ICI 
c 
x(f) x(Y) x(9 - - 
d IC&)l Icc(Y)l x(l) 
28 if x = t’z 
if x=t2, 
where the summation ranges over all irreducible characters of 3 . M,, : 2 
(equivalently characters of 2”.3 . M2* : 2 with 2’* in kernel). This proves 
C,(2B, 3A, 7A) < 364 and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 2.4. J4 is a Hurwitz group of type (2B, 3A, 7A). 
ProoJ: Immediate from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and the fact hat 
Ao(2B, 3A, 7A) = 14,889. 
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3. Fz2 IS HURWITZ 
The group G = F*, has three classes ofinvolutions, fourclasses of
elements oforder 3, and a unique class of elements oforder 7. We are 
interested in the classes 2C, 30, and 7A with notation asin [l]. The 
complete list ofmaximal subgroups ofF,, appears in[6]. Among them, it 
is easy to see that only 26 : S,(2), S10 (two classes), and O,(3) (two classes) 
can contain a Hurwitz subgroup ofFz2 of type (2C, 30, 7A). Each case is 
handled ina separate lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let SG G be isomorphic to S,,,. Then Cs(2C, 30, 7A) = 42. 
As there are two classes ofSlo in G, and s E G of order 7 is in a unique 
conjugate ineach class, the total contribution to Aa(2C, 30, 7A) arising 
from such groups is at most 84. 
Proof Trivial, once one determines that 2C n S consists only of those 
elements having cycle structure (23) or (24), while the cycle structure of 
elements in 30 n S is (33). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let KrG be isomorphic to O,(3). Then C,(2C, 30, 
7A) = 182. As there are two classes ofO,(3) in G, and s E G of order 7 is in 
precisely three conjugates in each class, the total contribution o A,(2C, 30, 
7A) arising from such groups is at most 1092. 
Proof. To determine which K-classes m et 2C and 30, we consider the 
restriction xK where 1E Irr(G), x( 1) = 78. With notation as in [l], we get 
O,(3) 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 30 3E 3F 3G 
6 2A 2B 2C 3B 3A 3C 3B/3D 3D/3B 3C 30. 
(Here K-class 30 lies inG-class 3B in one class ofO,(3) and in G-class 30 
in the other.) As A,(2C, 30, 7A) = A,(2C, 3E, 7A) = 14 and A,(2C, 3G, 
7A) = 168, the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let N= E : Sz 26 : S,(2). Then Z,(2C, 30, 7A) = 56. As 
s E G of order 7 is in precisely sixconjugates of N, the total contribution to 
A,(2C, 30, 7A) arising from such groups is at most 336. 
Proof. As E is 2B-pure, C,(s) = C,(s) r 7, so characters not containing 
E in their kernel vanish at s. There are four classes ofinvolutions in 
Sr S,(2) and three classes of elements oforder 3; we denote these by 2A, 
2B, 2C, 20 and 3A, 3B, 3C as in [l]. By [8] 9-elements in S are of G-type 
9C so square into the class 30. Additional fusion patterns are obtained 
from the character r striction xs = 7a+ 15a + 56a where x( 1) = 78 [S]: 
S,(2) 2A 2B 2C 20 3A 3B 3C 
FL 2A 2C 28 2C 3A 30 3C. 
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We now compute A,(2D, 3B, 7A) = 7 and A,(2X, 3B, 7A) = 0 for 2X# 20. 
Thus we need only consider involutions n N of G-type 2C which map to 
the S-class 20 modulo E. We claim there is a unique such N-class. Indeed 
for zof S-type 20, we have ICE(z)1 = 8= IE : C,(z)1 whence all involutions 
in Ez are conjugate to zunder the action fE. Letting 20, 3C, 7A denote 
the respective N-class which contains the S-class of the same name, we now 
compute C,(2C, 30, 7A) = A,(2D, 3C, 7A) = 56 and the lemma follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. F&, is a Hurwitz group of type (2C, 30, 7A). 
Proof Use Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and the fact hat AG(2C, 30, 7A) = 
1848. 
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